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Abstract. Microsimulations focus on modeling routine activities of in-
dividuals and have been used for modeling and planning urban systems
like transportation, energy demand, and epidemiology. On the other
hand, planning for emergency situations (e.g., disasters) needs to ac-
count for human behavior which is not routine or pre-planned but de-
pends upon the current situation like the amount of physical damage or
safety of family. Here, we focus on modeling the aftermath of a hypo-
thetical detonation of an improvised nuclear device in Washington DC.
We review various behavior models from the literature and provide mo-
tivation for our model which is conceptually based on the formalism of
decentralized semi-Markov decision processes with communication, us-
ing the framework of options. We describe our approach for integrating
behavior and microsimulation models where the behavior model specifies
context-dependent behaviors (like looking for family members, shelter-
ing, evacuation, and search and rescue) and the synthetic population pro-
vides information about demographics and infrastructures. We present
results from a number of simulation runs.
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1 Introduction

Microsimulation is used to extrapolate the large-scale consequences of individual
interactions. For instance, if we wish to approximate the traffic conditions on
all the roads all the time, we have to model individual daily activity patterns
and individual vehicles on the road, as was demonstrated by the TRANSIMS
project [5]. In this case, data about individual activity schedules was used to
create a model of the travel patterns of every individual in the population and
the consequent interactions between vehicles on the roads determined the traffic
conditions. Activities here refer to events such as going to work, going to school,
going shopping, and so on.

In many microsimulation scenarios, we wish to model behaviors which are
distinct from activities. For example, during a flu epidemic, a behavior which
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might be manifested by some agents would be to avoid crowded places. This
behavior would modify the agent’s activity patterns, but isn’t itself an activity
in the sense of having a set location and time. It could be endogenously triggered
in the simulation, perhaps if the agent perceives that a certain fraction of the
people he comes into contact with during normal daily activities are sick. In
this case, the alternate activity patterns triggered by the behavior of avoiding
crowded places can be “canned” in the sense of being pre-defined, or they can
be dynamically chosen.

The latter, arguably, results in more realistic simulations for scenarios such
as the aftermath of a disaster, where people don’t follow typical daily activity
patterns, but engage in a range of dynamically determined behaviors, depending
on multiple factors such as their health state, whether they are with their family
members, environmental conditions, and more. For such scenarios, we need to
integrate a behavioral model with a microsimulation model in order to endow
agents with the capability to respond to changing conditions.

There have been a host of behavioral models and modeling techniques that
have been developed in various contexts over the years. Here we survey a num-
ber of candidates with the goal of developing a behavioral model for disaster
microsimulations. The main criteria are generality and scalability—the model-
ing framework needs to be able to represent a wide range of behaviors and scale
to simulations of hundreds of thousands or millions of agents.

Our key philosophical position is that individual-level models can be phe-
nomenological, which means we don’t need to model the internal state and rea-
soning process of the agents, so long as their observed behavior is a good match
for data. This is valid so long as what we are concerned with are the population-
scale outcomes, and not sub-individual level causes for these outcomes.

In what follows, we survey a number of behavioral models and modeling
techniques before describing our choice which is based on the options framework
for (decentralized) semi-MDPs [37]. We describe how we have implemented a
behavioral model for a large-scale simulation of the aftermath of a hypothetical
improvised nuclear detonation in Washington DC [29], and present results from
several simulations.

2 The Scenario: Modeling the Aftermath of a Disaster

The scenario that we model is hypothetical detonation of a 10kT improvised
nuclear device at the corner of 16th and K street NW in Washington DC on
a weekday morning. It results in large numbers of mortalities and casualties,
and also significant infrastructural damage. The fallout cloud generated by the
explosion is expected to spread mainly eastward and east-by-northeastward. We
call the area that is studied the detailed study area (DSA; Figure 1). It is the
area under thermal effect polygon (circle) and widest boundary of fallout cloud
bounded by DC region county boundaries (which includes DC plus surrounding
counties from neighboring states Virginia and Maryland).
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Fig. 1: The detailed study area (DSA). The severe damage zone extends from
ground zero to 0.6 miles. The moderate damage zone is an annular region from
0.6 to 1 mile from ground zero. The light damage zone is the area further than
1 mile from ground zero [9].

Our simulation is designed around a synthetic information (or microsimula-
tion) framework [25]. It uses a detailed, realistic representation of the population
of the region including their demographics, locations, and daily activity routines
and four infrastructures: the power system, the transportation network [1], the
cell phone communication system [10], and the healthcare system [24].

Once such a disaster occurs, it is expected that people will abandon their
normal daily activities and engage in a range of behaviors such as looking for
their family members, sheltering, seeking healthcare, and more. These behaviors
are driven by limited knowledge of the situation in combination with certain
drives, such as the drive to reconstitute households, assist others in need, shelter
or evacuate, and tend to personal injuries and sickness [9, 31]. In the next section,
we discuss the suitability of several different behavior modeling approaches for
this problem. Following that, in section 4, we describe the simulation in more
detail and results from multiple simulation runs.

3 Behavior Models

Here we review various behavior models from the areas of health behavior, cog-
nitive architecture, and reinforcement learning and discuss their suitability and
limitations for modeling our disaster scenario.

3.1 Health Behavior Models

These models provide understanding of individual health behavior as well as
directions for further research and interventions.
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The Health Belief Model The Health Belief Model (HBM) was developed to
understand the failure of people to accept disease preventives or screening tests
for early detection of asymptomatic diseases [33]. Basic constructs of the HBM
are as follows:

1. Perceived susceptibility: This refers to an individual’s perception of how likely
they are to contract a disease. The model suggests that people are more
likely to engage in healthy behaviors if they think they are susceptible to
developing the disease.

2. Perceived severity: It refers to an individual’s perception of seriousness of
the consequences of contracting the disease. An individual is more likely
to take action if he believes that developing the disease has serious physi-
cal (e.g., pain, disability, death) or social (e.g., effect on family life, social
relationships) consequences.

3. Perceived benefits: While acceptance of personal susceptibility and severity
to a disease leads to an action, it does not specify which action. This depends
upon individual belief about the effectiveness of various actions available in
reducing the disease.

4. Perceived barriers: While an individual may believe that a given action would
reduce the threat of the disease, the action might be unpleasant, expensive
or painful. Such perceived barriers act as an impediment to engaging in
recommended behavior.

5. Cue to action: It refers to a cue or a trigger that is necessary to prompt an
individual to take an action. The cue could be internal (e.g., symptoms) or
external (e.g., mass media communications).

6. Self-efficacy: It refers to an individual’s confidence in his ability to success-
fully perform the recommended behavior.

Recently, the HBM has been used in agent-based simulations to model in-
dividual decision making process for adopting preventive behaviors like wearing
face mask for SARS epidemic in Hong Kong [15] and adopting vaccination and
social distancing interventions for seasonal influenza epidemic [20].

Though widely used in studying and modeling health behaviors, HBM has
many limitations: It does not account for habitual behaviors or social influence,
and assumes that everyone has the same access to information. The latter two
aspects are very important for modeling human behavior in the aftermath of
an improvised nuclear detonation because people may not be aware of what
has happened and their perception of the event would depend largely upon the
physical damage that they could observe. Also, in emergency situations, people
are not just concerned about themselves but also about the safety of their family
and injured people around them.

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) This is a theory that was developed to
predict volitional behavior and to understand psychological factors that influence
them [16]. As the name suggests, it assumes that people are rational beings and
they take an action after considering its implications. It postulates that the
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intention to perform a behavior is strongly related to the actual performance of
that behavior. An individual’s intention is a function of two factors: behavioral
attitude and subjective norms.

Behavioral attitude is determined by salient beliefs towards the behavior.
Each belief represents individual’s perception (or perceived probability) that the
behavior leads to some outcome. Behavioral attitude is determined by evaluation
of each outcome and the strength of the associated belief.

Subjective norms refers to individual’s perception of social pressure to per-
form or not perform the behavior. It is determined by normative beliefs, indi-
vidual’s beliefs that specific group of individuals would think that he should or
should not perform the behavior and by his motivation to comply with it.

Theory of Planned Behavior Theory of reasoned action assumes that behav-
ioral intention is immediate determinant of actual behavior. However, there are
many factors (e.g., personal deficiencies, external obstacles) that can obstruct
the actual performance of behavior, despite the intention. To account for non-
volitional factors, theory of reasoned action was extended to include perceived
behavioral control (originated from the concept of self-efficacy), which is known
as the theory of planned behavior (TPB) [2]. Perceived behavioral control is
determined by individual’s beliefs about the presence of factors that may fa-
cilitate or impede performance of the behavior (known as control beliefs) and
perceived power of these factors. It affects both, actual behavior (to account for
non-volitional factors) and behavioral intention (as motivational implication).

Theory of planned behavior has recently also been used in agent-based models
to predict diffusion of innovations [35] and adoption of solar plant [32].

While TRA and TPB account for behavioral attitude and social influence,
they do not take into account factors like environmental influence and alternative
behaviors. People often have a choice among behaviors e.g., to shelter or to
evacuate. These decisions can depend on factors like availability of transportation
and communication, which are affected by a disaster. TRA and TPB do not offer
a clear operationalizable framework for implementing an individual decision-
making model that takes into account these types of factors. A more general and
operationalizable framework for behavior modeling is the belief-desire-intention
model.

3.2 Belief-Desire-Intention Model

The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model of practical reasoning was developed
to explain future directed intentions and plans. In the BDI model [17], agents
are viewed as having certain mental attitudes: belief, desire, and intention.

Belief refers to what agent believes about the world. It may be obtained from
sensing the world or computed from internal inference. Beliefs are important
because agents act in a dynamic world and they only have a local view of the
world so past needs to be remembered. Agents are also resource bounded and
so they need to cache important information rather than recomputing it. Beliefs
need not necessarily be true, they are just the agent’s perception of the world.
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Desire refers to goals or desired end states. An agent may have multiple
desires, which may conflict with each other.

Intentions are built on the notion of commitment. It refers to both, agent’s
commitment to desires and commitment to plans selected to achieve these goals.
Once the agent commits to a goal or a plan, it does not drop the commitment
easily. Commitment is important because agents act in a dynamic environment
(the world might have changed making the current plan ineffective) and agents
are resource bounded (they can not replan at every change). An agent arrives
at a commitment after reasoning and then the commitment constrains further
reasoning. Intentions cannot conflict with each other; they must be consistent.

Finally, a BDI system also consists of a set of plans, known as plan library.
Each plan consists of precondition, termination condition, and plan body which
can be abstract or concrete set of actions. A plan is activated when its pre-
conditions match current beliefs and intention. Actions in the plan can lead
to further commitment and create intention hierarchy. Most primitive intention
and associated plan leads to primitive actions. Termination conditions represent
commitment strategies, i.e., conditions for reconsidering intentions.

BDI has been used in a number of domains including traffic modeling [28, 34]
and evacuation [36]. It has been used for simulations with tens of thousands of
agents. Our scenario consists of about 730,000 people in Washington DC, which
would require an order of magnitude increase in scaling. BDI also models indi-
vidual agents in greater detail that is necessary for our purposes, since we are
mainly concerned with population-level consequences of individual behavioral
interactions, but not necessarily with the details of the reasoning mechanism
by which individuals make choices. Thus we adopt a simpler behavioral rep-
resentation, which nevertheless has plans with preconditions and termination
conditions. This is discussed in section 3.4 below.

3.3 Cognitive Architectures

Another stream of research in computational cognitive science has focused on
the development of cognitive architectures for individual intelligent agents, such
as Soar [22] and ACT-R [3]. See [14] for recent survey of cognitive architec-
tures. The key aspect of intelligent agents is their ability to perform variety of
task using a large body of knowledge acquired through experience, in a dynamic
environment. As the knowledge acquired can change over time, cognitive archi-
tecture refers to the underlying infrastructure for intelligent agents that remains
fixed over tasks. It includes memory for storage of knowledge, representation of
elements in memory, and processing units that support acquisition and use of
knowledge. Broadly, these approaches are focused on detailed modeling of indi-
vidual cognition, which makes them unsuitable for integrating with microsimu-
lation models of large populations because they cannot scale to simulations of
millions of agents.
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3.4 Reinforcement Learning-based Models

Reinforcement learning focuses on learning goal-oriented behavior by trial-and-
error-based interacting with an uncertain environment. An agent in this formal-
ism has explicit goals which are specified in terms of reward. At each time step,
the agent receives some representation of environment’s state and takes an ac-
tion. As a result of this action, it receives some reward and finds itself into a
new environmental state and the process continues. The agent takes actions to
maximize the reward (and in turn achieve its goals).

Many practical systems include actions that may be temporally extended.
Such systems could be modeled as semi-Markov decision processes (SMDP). An
SMDP is defined as (S, A, P, R, τ) where S, A, P , and R are defined as in MDP
and τ is duration function where τ(s, a) is duration of taking action a in state s.
Algorithms (policy iteration, value iteration, and TD methods, Q-learning) used
for MDP can be extended to solve SMDP [11].

An SMDP assumes temporally-extended actions to be indivisible. Sutton et.
al. [37] proposed a framework of options where these temporally extended actions
(called options) are comprised of low-level actions. Options in this framework
are policies (over low-level actions) with initiation condition (states where given
option is available) and termination condition (for each state, probability that
the option terminates in given state). Conceptually, this makes them close to the
BDI model. Planning corresponds to learning policies over options and methods
for solving SMDPs (e.g., value iteration, Q-learning) can be used to learn an
optimal policy.

Many multi-agent problems can be formulated as a decentralized Markov
decision processes (dec-MDP). In this framework, each agent has a local view
of the system and exchanging information among them constantly is impossible
as it may incur some cost. In this system, none of the agents can fully observe
the system state but the performance of the system depends upon some global
reward. Even though the state transition and observations may be independent
for each agent, the global problem can not be decomposed into separate indi-
vidual problems. As different local behaviors can lead to different global reward,
agent need to exchange information.

We choose this reinforcement learning framework to model behavior because
it is simple, intuitive, and easy to implement. We do not do any optimization
(learn optimal policy for agents) because our goal is to study the effects of nat-
ural human behavioral instincts and its interactions with various infrastructural
system, in case of a disaster. Also, it would not be possible to control people’s be-
havior in such a situation. However, many problems in planning for such events
can be formulated as optimization problems in terms of some resources and a
reinforcement learning based model could be useful in the future to solve such
problems. An MDP-based framework (without optimization) has also been used
for many large-scale agent-based simulations consisting of millions of agents [30].

Our multi-agent simulation requires modeling behaviors like looking for fam-
ily members, evacuation, and seeking healthcare which take variable amount of
time. Further they depend upon infrastucture (e.g., availability of cellular com-
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munication system and transport system). This makes dec-SMDP with commu-
nication with the framework of options suitable for our simulation as it can scale
to a large number of agents and also facilitates modeling interaction of behavior
(modeled as options) with infrastructural systems (modeled as low-level actions).

This is a phenomenological modeling approach, where the descriptions of
the behaviors are drawn from surveys (both prospective and retrospective) and
qualitative descriptions of behaviors in past disasters. We prefer this approach
because it is grounded in data at the level at which data are available, without
having to make assumptions about the cognitive processes that lead to these
behaviors. The goal of our multiagent simulation is to evaluate the effects of
various individual behaviors on the population-level outcomes, such as numbers
of mortalities and casualties. It is not to model the decision-making processes of
individuals in a disaster context, about which there is surprisingly little informa-
tion available. In the literature, models of decision-making in disasters generally
focus on decision-making by responders, emergency managers, policy-makers,
and so on.

More broadly, the phenomenological approach can be understood as a level
of understanding in the sense of Marr [26]. His basic argument is that a com-
plex system can be understood at multiple levels, and these explanations are
largely independent of each other. Thus, an explanation at the population and
behavioral level can rigorously exist without explicitly relying on a lower level
description such as a cognitive or neural description.

Next we describe our implementation of the behavioral model and how it
integrates with the microsimulation.

4 Agent Design and Behavior

The scenario affects all people present in the DSA at the time of detonation, in-
cluding area residents, tourist, business travelers, and dorm students. The health
and behavior of an agent depend upon its demographics and location at the time
of the blast. This information is obtained from the synthetic population as de-
scribed next.

4.1 The Synthetic Population

A synthetic population is a detailed, high fidelity, agent-based representation of
a population of a region including their demographics (e.g., age, income) and
daily activity routine (e.g., type of activity, start time, duration, and location of
activity) [18, 25]. It has been used for modeling and planning for many applica-
tions like epidemiology [30] and transportation [19]. It is created by combining
data from multiple sources (Table 1).

We use a synthetic population of the Washington DC metro area which has
been extended to include transients and dorm students. The process of generating
resident [25], transient [30], and dorm student [29] populations is briefly outlined
below:
Base Population (Residents): The population is generated in several steps.
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Table 1: Datasets used for population generation.

Used for Data source

Base US population American Community Survey
National Center for Education Stat.
National Household Travel Survey
Navteq
Dun & Bradstreet

Transient population Destination DC
(additional) Smithsonian visit counts
Dorm students CityTownInfo
(additional) District of Columbia public access

online Data Catalog

Generating Synthetic Population: In this step, demographic distributions and
sample household data from the American Community Survey (ACS) using it-
erative proportional fitting algorithm [8] to create synthetic individuals (along
with demographics) grouped into households. The generated population matches
marginal demographic distributions from ACS at census block group level and
also preserves the anonymity of individuals.
Locating Households: Each synthetic household is then assigned a home location
using street data from Navteq and housing structure data from the ACS.
Assigning Activities: Each synthetic individual is assigned a schedule of activities
(i.e., home, work, school, shop) to perform during the day. Activity templates
are created using the National Household and Travel Survey (NHTS) and data
from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Each synthetic house-
hold is mapped to a survey household based in its demographic and synthetic
individuals are assigned corresponding activities.
Locating Activities: An appropriate activity location (building) is assigned for
each activity of an individual. This is done using the gravity model and SIC
(Standard Industrial Classification) codes from Dun & Bradstreet (D&B) data.
Transient Population: According to Destination DC 1, there are about 50000
visitors (55% of which are tourists and the rest are business travelers) visiting
Washington DC every day. It also provides marginal demographic distributions
which are used in conjunction with some rules about the party structure to
generate transients along with their demographics, grouped into parties. Each
party is assigned a hotel using D&B data. All individuals in a party are assumed
to travel together and assigned the same set of activities to perform during
a day like staying in a hotel, visiting tourist destinations (or work activities,
for business travelers), going to restaurants, and night life activities. Activity
locations have been assigned using data from D&B. Activity assignment is also
calibrated to match the visit counts at Smithsonian Institution locations.
Dorm students: Synthetic population of dorm students is created for major
colleges in the DSA. Data about the number of dorm students in each college and

1 http://washington.org
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college boundary are obtained from CityTownInfo2 and the District of Columbia
public access online Data Catalog3 respectively. For simplicity, students are as-
signed only two types of activities, staying in the dorm and school activities
located at any of the locations within their college campus.

Apart from demographics and location, agents are defined by many other
state variables like health (modeled on 0 to 7 continuum with 0 being dead and
7 being in full health), behavior (as described in next paragraphs), knowledge
about healthstates of family members (which gets updated whenever it makes a
successful call to a family member or meets him in person), mobility, if agent is
out of area, if agent has received emergency broadcast, time of the last call, if
last call was successful, etc.

We also model “follow the leader” behavior, i.e., whenever family members
encounter each other, they stay together from there on. One of them becomes
a leader and others follow him. This kind of behavior is well-documented in
disaster literature [13]. Similarly, whenever a person is rescued by someone, he
travels with him until he reaches hospital or meets his family on the way.

Our behavior model is conceptually based on the formalism of decentralized
semi-Markov decision process with communication (dec-SMDP-com) using the
framework of options, as described earlier. We model six behaviors: household
reconstitution, evacuation, shelter-seeking, healthcare-seeking, panic, and aid &
assist. These high level behaviors are modeled as options which are policies in
terms of low-level actions: call, text or move. Whom to call or where to move
depends upon the current behavior, e.g., in the household reconstitution option,
an agent tries to call or move towards its family member while in healthcare-
seeking option, an agent tries to call 911 or move towards nearest hospital.
Initiation conditions for options are the factors that affect human behavior, e.g.,
time elapsed from the time of blast, if an agent is injured, if family is safe, etc.
For simplicity, these behaviors are organized in a decision tree (Figure 2). More
details about the behavior model can be found in [29].

4.2 Integrating the Behavior and Microsimulation Models

The simulation is implemented using a database-driven computational architec-
ture [6]. The state of the simulation is maintained in a database table for each
iteration (time step). The sequence of operation of modules and data flow are
shown in Figure 3. At each iteration, once the physical environment has been
updated, the behavior model chooses an option and action for each agent. Then
various infrastructure modules determine the extent to which these actions are
successful.

The behavior update is done in three steps: first the agent checks to see if
the current option terminates. If so, the agent chooses a new option using the
decision tree in Fig. 2. Third, the agent chooses an action based on its current
option.

2 http://www.citytowninfo.com/
3 http://data.dc.gov
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Fig. 2: Decision tree for behavior option selection.

As mentioned earlier, actions involve moving towards some location (or stay-
ing at the current location) and attempting to contact someone (by calling or
texting). The success of these actions is determined by other modules in the sim-
ulation: the routing module determines how far the agent is able to get towards
its destination and the cell phone infrastructure module determines the success
of calling/texting attempts. These modules take into account the damage to the
infrastructure as well as congestion.

In order to achieve scaling, we exploit parallelism in the simulation wherever
possible. Behavioral decisions of the agents depend only on other agents at the
same location and outcomes of communication attempts at the previous time
step. Thus we can parallelize the simulation of the agents at different locations
in each time step. Similarly, we can exploit parallelism in the infrastructure
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modules and achieve a degree of pipelining in the execution of different modules.
The simulations are executed on a large cluster, which allows us to execute each
time step of the simulation in less than 20 minutes. The behavior model takes
less than 10% out of this total time at each time step. The running time of
different time steps varies because as agents leave the simulation (either due to
death or evacuation), the running time decreases. Running a full simulation of
100 time steps, representing 2 days of simulation time, with 730,833 agents, still
takes over 24 hours. Next we present results from a four input scenarios, with 5
replicates for each, which represent over 20 days of computation time.

4.3 Experiments and Results

The primary goal in any emergency situation is to save life, so we evaluate the
effect of two factors on health.

The first factor is the probability of sheltering on receiving an emergency
broadcast. We choose this factor because it is the recommended strategy in
the event of a nuclear explosion to minimize radiation exposure. We assume
that authorities would send out emergency broadcasts (EBR) on cell phones,
providing information about the event and advising people to shelter. However,
prospective surveys [23] suggest that people may not comply with such a directive
due to the concern for family members. Hence, we try two values of this factor,
0.1 for the worst case scenario, and 0.9 for the best case scenario.

The second factor is communication as survey [23] suggests that if people
can communicate with their family members and establish the safety of their
families, they would shelter when being asked to do so. The blast is expected
to destroy cell towers near ground zero. Thus, the first case for this factor is a
“no communication scenario” where the region that loses mobile phone coverage
does not regain it for the period of simulation. The second case is the “partial
communication scenario” where cell towers are destroyed in a 0.6 mile radius due
to the blast but communication is restored for the 0.6 to 1 mile annular region
with 50% capacity within 3 hours. This is done by bringing in cells-on-wheels
(COWS). Outside the 1 mile radius, communication is available for both cases.
These two factors, each with two values, result in a four cell experiment as shown
in Table 2.

Table 2: Experiment design.

Cell P(Shelter—EBR) Communication restored

1 0.1 No restoration
2 0.1 partial restoration
3 0.9 No restoration
4 0.9 partial restoration

Each cell (or experiment) consists of five replicates. We run 100 iterations
for each replicate, where first 6 iterations represent 10 minute intervals and the
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rest simulate 30 minute intervals, which results in a total simulated time of 2
days. Since radiation levels vary sharply in the first hour, smaller time intervals
are simulated for the first hour.
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Fig. 4: Differences in numbers of people with low health

Figure 4 shows differences in numbers of people with low health (moderately
injured or worse) between different cells. The difference between cells 3 and 1
is almost zero. This suggests that without restoring communication, increasing
the probability of sheltering does not help [25].

Differences between cells 2 and 1 show benefits of restoring communication,
even if people do not follow the recommended strategy, sheltering in place. We
have shown in our previous work [29] that the communication affects behavior
in multiple ways. As people are able to receive emergency broadcast and make
successful 911 calls, the number of people panicking reduces. This makes people
switch to other behaviors early on in cell 2. Also, as people are able to communi-
cate and establish safety of family members, they are more likely to aid & assist
others.

As expected, cell 4 has the best outcomes across all cells because both com-
munication is restored partially and people also comply with the recommended
action of sheltering on receiving EBR.

Surprisingly, restoring communication with low probability of sheltering (cell
2) is better than the scenario where people follow the current recommended
strategy of sheltering in place (cell 3) (Figure 4). Figure 5 shows differences in
number of people with each behavior between cells 2 and 3. Initially cell 2 is
worse off because a large number of people are doing household reconstitution,
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Fig. 5: Differences in behavior between cells 2 and 3

seeking healthcare, and evacuating, which make them go outside and exposed to
more radiation. While in cell 3 more people are sheltering. But later on, cell 2 has
better outcomes because even though a large number of people are evacuating,
many turn to aiding & assisting others as they are able to communicate and
establish safety of family members in cell 2. There are about 2100-2450 people
engaged in aid & assist behavior after 20 iterations (about 8 hours) which has
a direct effect on saving life. While in cell 3, more people turned to household
reconstitution behavior and hence were exposed to radiation.

In order to gain further insight into the spatio-temporal patterns of behaviors
across cells 2 and 3, we use tensor decomposition. A tensor is a multidimensional
or n-way array, for example, a vector is a first-order tensor, a matrix is a second-
order tensor, and tensors of order three or higher are called higher-order tensors.
Tensor decomposition methods like CANDECOMP (canonical decomposition),
also known as PARAFAC (parallel factorization) decomposition, and Tucker de-
composition can be considered as a higher-order generalizations of the matrix
singular value decomposition (SVD) and principal components analysis (PCA)
techniques. Here we use PARAFAC decomposition because it has a unique solu-
tion which makes it easier to compare results for two different cells. It factorizes
a tensor into a sum of rank-one tensors, for example, for a third-order tensor
X ∈ RI×J×K ,

X ≈
R∑

r=1

ar ◦ br ◦ cr (1)
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where R is a positive integer and ar ∈ RI , br ∈ RJ , and cr ∈ RK , and ◦
represents the vector outer product. Each element of X can be calculated as

xijk ≈
R∑

r=1

air × bjr × ckr, (2)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ J , and 1 ≤ k ≤ K. Vectors ars are column-wise
arranged into a matrix A and similarly vectors brs and crs into matrices B and
C, respectively. Matrices A, B, and C are known as the factors or loadings.
PARAFAC decomposition has been used for clustering [27], classification [7],
and network discovery [12]. Details about PARAFAC and other tensor decom-
positions can be found in [21].

We compute the spatio-temporal decomposition of behaviors for cells 2 and
3. For each cell, we create an order-three tensor. Here, the first dimension repre-
sents temporal scale, i.e., iterations in the simulation, where the first 6 iterations
represent 10 minutes each and the rest represent 30 minutes of time interval each,
with 99 iterations (about 48 hours) in total. The second dimension represents 6
behaviors as mentioned earlier. The third dimension represents spatial compo-
nents (distance from ground zero). We selected three values of it based on damage
zones as suggested by Buddemeier et al. [9]: less than 0.6 miles from ground zero
(which is the severe damage zone), between 0.6 to 1 mile from ground zero (the
moderate damage zone), and greater than 1 mile from ground zero (the light
damage zone). The zones are also illustrated in Figure 1. Each element of X,
xijk, is the average number of people (across five runs) who are at distance k
from ground zero and engaged in behavior j in iteration i. Thus, X represents
the spatio-temporal evolution of behaviors in the simulation. Note that we are
not tracking agents across space and time. Rather, we are representing which
behaviors can be observed where and when in the simulation.

We use the N-way toolbox for MATLAB [4] for tensor decomposition. The
number of factors, R, to retain in the decomposition is a parameter. We try
different values of R from 2 to 5 and choose the value that causes a sharp drop
in the reconstruction error. For both cells, we find R = 3 gives a low error.

Plots of PARAFAC loadings for mode A (time), B (behavior), and C (dis-
tance) are as shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8. In Figure 6, points for cells 2 and 3
are further from each other in first few hours (about 14 iterations, 5 hours) but
come close to each other later on. This suggest that there is a difference between
cells 2 and 3 in terms of behavior and spatial dimensions in first 5 hours but later
on the difference reduces. Figure 7 shows that there is a difference in spatial and
temporal aspects of evacuation and sheltering behaviors and to a smaller extent
for household constitution behavior between cells 2 and 3. On the other hand,
spatial and temporal aspects are similar for healthcare-seeking, panic, and aid
& assist behaviors. Finally, figure 8 shows that temporal and behavioral aspects
are similar near ground zero (upto than 1 mile) but different further from ground
zero for cells 2 and 3.
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5 Conclusion

Agent-based simulations are increasingly being used in planning and modeling
for natural disasters and human initiated crises. Designing such simulations re-
quires knowledge about demographics and geographical distributions of a popu-
lation of a region as well as modeling natural human behavior in such situations.
Microsimulations or synthetic populations model individuals along with their
demographics and daily activity routines (including activity location) while be-
havioral models explain or predict human behavior based on the current context.
Here, we focus on modeling human behavior in the aftermath of hypothetical
improvised nuclear device detonation in Washington DC metro area. We review
various behavior models from the literature including health behavior models,
BDI model, cognitive architectures, and reinforcement learning based models.
We describe our approach for integrating a microsimulation model with our be-
havior model which is based on the formalism of semi-Markov decision process
with communication, using the framework of options. We model six behaviors:
household reconstitution, evacuation, sheltering, panic, healthcare-seeking, and
aid & assist. Finally, we present experiments evaluating the effects of sheltering
(which is the recommended strategy) and infrastructural intervention (restor-
ing communication partially). Surprisingly, infrastructure based intervention is
more beneficial (in terms of health) as compared to the current recommended
strategy. We also apply PARAFAC tensor decomposition to compare effects of
these two interventions in terms of spatial, temporal, and behavioral aspects. Re-
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sults suggest that on temporal scale, these two cells are different in first 5 hours.
On spatial scale, they differ at distance greater than 1 mile from ground zero
and in behavioral aspects, there is some difference for evacuation and sheltering
behaviors and to a smaller extent for household reconstitution behavior.
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